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Press Release
iGo(R) Launches Premium Accessories Line at iGo.com
iGo Accessories Join iGo's Family of Portable Power Solutions
SCOTTSDALE, AZ, Apr 09, 2009 (MARKET WIRE via COMTEX) -- iGo, Inc. (NASDAQ: IGOI), a leading provider of innovative
portable power solutions, today launched their Premium Accessories line at www.iGo.com. Featuring an international travel
adapter, a laptop cleaning kit and a multi-card reader, iGo's accessory line is designed with the consumers' lifestyle needs in
mind.
"Expanding with an accessories line perfectly complements our already successful multi-device chargers," said Michael D.
Heil, president and chief executive officer of iGo. "With the international travel adapter, laptop cleaning kit and the multi-card
reader, iGo is giving consumers what they need to make both traveling and their and daily lives easier."
iGo international travel adapter (MSRP $24.99) is an easy-to-use 4-in-1 international adapter for North America, South
America, Australia, New Zealand, Great Britain, and Europe. The intuitive, all-in-one and compact design makes it simple to
select the correct plug and eliminates loose parts that can be easily lost. The lightweight iGo international travel adapter
features a USB power port to enable any iGo charging option.
iGo laptop cleaning kit (MSRP $24.99) includes a patented triangular screen cleaner with ergonomic handle, an innovative
blower for removing dust and a unique keyboard cleaning pen that effectively cleans keyboards and hard to reach areas.
Enclosed in a compact and portable hard case, the iGo laptop cleaning kit is a complete cleaning solution to remove dust,
lint, oil and smudges from a laptop, netbook or desktop.
iGo multi-card reader (MSRP $19.99) connects to any computer's USB port to read 39 different memory card formats
including SDHC, MMC 4.0, SD, miniSD, microSD and more. The reader/writer supports USB 2.0 and also features a
dedicated microSD slot to reduce the need for additional adapters. The multi-card reader makes it a breeze to upload and
download data, while its compact size makes it easy to pack and store.
The international travel adapter, laptop cleaning kit and multi-card reader are available www.iGo.com. This summer, iGo will
launch iGo Green Technology products that automatically use 80% less standby power than standard power products.
Featuring the first green laptop charger, a surge protector and a wall outlet, using one iGo Green charger and
interchangeable tips eliminates the need for multiple chargers and reduces landfill waste.
* To secure iGo Accessory Images go to http://www.dogmatic.com/MNR/iGoCES2009/
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